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The transverse magnetic resonance satellite frequency and intensity associated with a bound pair
of half quantum vortices in a thin slab of 'He-A, rotating about the slab normal and subject to a

magnetic field applied at an angle 0 with the slab normal, is recalculated in a variational approach.
This approach takes properly into account the azimuthal symmetry of the spin wave function and

therefore corrects a previous prediction by Salomaa and Volovik. The corresponding quantities

for the longitudinal resonance are also calculated. In addition, a general criterion is given for
determining the physical transverse-resonance wave function in a large magnetic field in the pres-

ence of any distribution of spin disgyrations of any kinds, whether with integer or fractional Frank
indices.

I. INTRODUCTION

In a recent Letter, Salomaa and Volovik' (SV) suggest-
ed that a rather novel type of superAuid vortex, with
only a half quantum of circulation [i.e., p= —,', where

p:—(M/h)fv, dr], is not only theoretically possible in
the A-phase of superfluid He as is deduced previously
from topological considerations, but is in fact also ex-
perimentally observable in certain laboratory arrange-
ments. They showed that such vortices become energeti-
cally most stable in such circumstances in comparison
with the other types of vortices which are also predicted
in topological considerations that are possible in He-A,
i.e., the usual type of singular vortices with p =1, and
the coreless type of vortices with p =2. The experimen-
tal setup they proposed to observe such "half-quantum
vortices*' is a thin slab of He- 3, with a thickness
D S(D =10 cm, the dipole coherence length, rotating
about the slab normal N~~z at an angular velocity 0, and
with a uniform magnetic field 8~ 50 Ci applied either
along z, or tilted from z by an angle 0.

For 0 not overly small they further showed that the
half-quantum vortices will form bound pairs, with a
characteristic satellite transverse-NMR signal which ex-
hibits (1) an enormously large negative shift from the
bulk signal; (2) a sensitive temperature dependence in its
position and intensity; and (3) an intensity proportional
to 0 and sin 0. This is because that, as is noted by SV,
a half-quantum vortex must be accompanied by a singu-
lar texture of the spin axis d, characterized by a Frank
index m =+—,', meaning that d must turn +180', and
therefore changes to —d, as any closed path encircling
the vortex axis is traversed. Such a d distribution can be
single valued, only if a two-dimensional "cut" extends
from the vortex axis out to the sample boundary or to
another vortex axis (with m =+ —,'). Across such a cut,

d must change sign and is therefore discontinuous. The
complete order parameter

b.„;=Doe' (m+in)„d;,

with constant 60, zn, and n=zXm, but spatially depen-
dent N and d, can nevertheless be nonsingular every-
where including on the cut if the phase factor e' also
changes its sign across the same cut. This is, of course,
achieved by having p = —,

' (or ——,'), corresponding to @
changing continuously, say from 0 to m (or 7r), as the-
same closed curve around the vortex is traversed, start-
ing and ending on the same cut.

For 8&0, the excess dipole energy associated with an
isolated half-quantum vortex must be proportional to the
volume of the sample. To keep this energy independent
of the sample volume, a (p = —,', m = —,') vortex must bind
with a (p= —,', m = ——,') vortex to form a bound pair.
When the separation R of such a vortex pair is large, a d
soliton or domain wall must stretch between the two
vortex axes, giving a dipole energy growing linearly in
R. On the other hand, for small R the same mechanism
which prevents two singly quantized vortices from
coalescing into one doubly quantized one (in superAuid
He or in superconductors), i.e., the Ilaw energy for the

latter is essentially twice as large as that for the former,
gives rise to an energy divergent as 1n(rn/R). While
this repulsive energy for the vortex pair is partially com-
pensated by an attractive one due to the d gradient ener-
gy which has a singular term proportional to ln(R /g) (g
being the size of the vortex cores), this does not prevent
the existence of an equilibrium separation R;„between
the two vortices in a bound pair which can be much
smaller than the mean vortex distance rn —(h /4MQ)'~
if 0 is not too large. In this limit each bound vortex
pair can be considered isolated, with asymptotically uni-
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form d, giving rise to a bound spin-wave mode which SV
studied.

In a subsequent comment, one of us (K.M. ) pointed
out that the enormously large negative NMR shift pre-
dicted by SV cannot be physically correct, and that the
spin wave function for the physical transverse bound
spin-wave mode must have the proper azimuthal symme-
try as given by the phase factor e*'~ about each half-
quantum vortex axis, the reason offered being that other-
wise the spin-wave mode would not couple to a uniform
rf field. In a reply by SV, they agreed to the incorrect-
ness of their previous magnetic resonance predictions for
half-quantum vortex pairs, but noted a different reason,
viz. , their previously studied bound spin-wave mode is
actually unphysical due to the topological observation
that since the equilibrium d configuration is described by
a double-valued function, the corresponding spin wave
function for the transverse bound spin-wave mode must
also be double valued. This point is not completely obvi-
ous since the spin wave function for the corresponding
longitudinal mode actually remains single valued under
such circumstances. We offer a simple intuitive explana-
tion of this point as follows. If one connects the heads
and tails, separately, of all d(r) vectors located on a
closed curve encircling the axis of a half-quantum vor-
tex, one obtains a Mobius band fIattened to lie in a
plane. (See Fig. 1.) It can then be seen that to study the
longitudinal and transverse bound NMR modes of the
associated d texture is essentially equivalent to the study
of the in-plane and out-of-plane normal-mode vibrations
of this flattened Mobius band, respectively. It is then
not difficult to convince oneself that whereas the in-
plane oscillation can have the same amplitude every-
where along the Mobius band, the out-of-
plane —oscillation amplitude must have at least one node
and change sign in encircling the Mobius band, or else
the Mobius band would be tom apart at some point.

As to what is the real justification that the spin wave
function for the transverse magnetic resonance mode
must have the proper azimuthal symmetry, and there-
fore the one found by SV in Ref. 1 must be incorrect, we

find that it is neither the topological point of Ref. 4
alone, nor the coupling consideration of Ref. 3 alone,
but one must always consider both simultaneously in or-
der to obtain an unambiguous and general criterion for
determining such a wave function for any texture con-
taining singularities, except that in the case where no
half-quantum vortices are involved the topological point
leads only to a relatively trivial conclusion which is usu-
ally taken for granted.

The purpose of this paper is to clarify this point (in
the Appendix), and to report our new results (using a
variational approach) on the transverse magnetic reso-
nance frequency and its intensity for the half-quantum
vortex-pair texture, taking properly into account the
point raised in Ref. 3. For completeness we have also
studied the same quantities for the longitudinal magnetic
resonance of the same texture. We shall see that NMR
remains to be a promising way for detecting these novel
objects, even though the transverse shifts are now found
to be substantially smaller than those predicted by SV.
The temperature dependences of these shifts and their
intensities are also found to be completely different from
the predictions in Ref. 1.

In Sec. II we present a variational calculation of the
equilibrium texture associated with such a vortex pair,
and the value of their equilibrium separation R;„as
determined within this approach. Both of these agree
well with and extend beyond the more elaborate calcula-
tion by SV of the same quantities. In Sec. III the longi-
tudinal and transverse NMR satellite frequencies and
their corresponding intensities are calculated along a
similar variational approach. However, a subtlety is re-
vealed in the choice of the variational trial function for
the calculation of the transverse satellite resonance fre-
quency and its intensity due to the constraint on the
proper azimuthal symmetry of the spin wave function.
Thus in Sec. IV we have further analyzed the asymptotic
behavior of the predicted quantities in order to further
enhance our confidence in these results. Sec. V contains
a short summary and conclusion and in the Appendix
we will present a general and precise criterion for the
determination of the physical solutions for the transverse
magnetic resonances in the presence of any number of d
disgyration lines of any kinds, whether characterized by
integer or half-odd-integer Frank indices; the only limi-
tation being that the external magnetic field H has been
assumed to be so large that d is everywhere confined to
the plane perpendicular to H.

II. EQUILIBRIUM TEXTURE

FIG. l. If one connects the heads and tails, separately, of all
d(r) vectors located on a closed curve encircling the axis of a
half-quantum vortex line, one obtains a Mobius band flattened
to lie in a plane.

For the geometry considered by SV, the rotational
axis Q and the anisotropy axis I are both in the z direc-
tion. An applied magnetic field is taken to be along the
direction z' =—zcosL9+ xsin8. If we then define
x'= —zsin8+xcos6I, we expect the dipole energy to align
d along +x' in the absence of any d tex-
ture, and if the applied field M is & 50 Cx, so that d is
everywhere forced to lie in the x'y plane by the dom-
inant magnetic anisotropy energy. We can then describe
any localized texture by taking d= —x'cosa+y sina and
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expect a to approach zero (or m ) outside the range of the
localized texture. For a half-quantum vortex pair locat-
ed at x (not x') =+R /2 we must have a=a„„+a„
with

asing: p (4'i 42)

(2)

and a„g a nonsingular function of x and y. It is con-
venient to work with the coordinates

Rx =—coshu cosU,
2

R
y =—sinhu sinU,

2

(3)

Fi(u) —=exp[ —a(coshu —1)],
F2(u)—=exp( —a sinhu),

(5a)

(5b)

and will present both sets of results. Actually we have
also tried some other more complex F(u) without ob-
taining better success, and therefore will not report
them.

The total free energy to be minimized, including the
d-gradient energy and the dipole energy, is (per unit
thickness along z):

F=A Jd r[ I
Via

I
+CD»n'a] (6)

then a„„g——tan '(sinu/sinhu). For a simple variational
representation of the texture we can therefore take

a = tan '[F(u )sinu /sinhu ],
and require F(u)~1 as u~0, and ~0 as u~oc. We
have worked with

then calculated the equilibrium separation of the two
vortices in a bound pair R;„as a function of p,~/p„
following the procedure already outlined in Ref. 1. The
result is plotted in Fig. 3. For p,~/p, &0.45 this result
may be compared with Fig. 2(b) of Ref. 1. The largest
difference occurs near p, /p, =0.45 where our value for
R;„ is smaller by about 5%%uo. This probably in part
reflects the error in our variational determination of
Af(R ), although we do not know the accuracy in the
calculation presented in Ref. 1. Anticipating the need in
the later sections, we have calculated R;„down to
p,~/p, =0.1. We not that the value of p,~/p, is a func-
tion of the pressure P and the temperature T, and that
according to the weak-coupling theory with Fermi-liquid
corrections, the smallest value of p,~/p, occurs at T =0
at the melting pressure, where it is 0.116 if the Fermi-
liquid parameters as determined by Greywall are used.
On the other hand p, /p, —+1 as T~ T„so the range of
p,~/p, values we have studied should cover essentially
the whole range of physical interest.

III. MAGNETIC RESONANCES

To study the magnetic resonances we let

d=[ —x'cos(a+ f )+y sin(a+ f )]cosg+z'sing .

When the amplitudes of f and g are small, the longitudi-
nal and transverse magnetic resonance modes corre-
spond to f&0, g =0 and f =0, g&0, respectively. (Ac-
tually this is true only after neglecting a very weak cou-
pling between the two modes due to their very different
resonance frequencies, especially at high magnetic fields. )

where
I

V~a
I

=(Ba/Bx) +(Ba/By), A = —,'(i)i/M) p~
in the notations of Ref. 1, and gD

—=gD/sin8 has also
been introduced in Ref. 1. Since

d r =(R/2) (cosh u —cos u)du du 30—

/ -S
/ '

/
/

/
/

/
/

/

d r
I
Via

I

=du du[(Ba/Bu) +(Ba/Bu) ],
it is clear that the optimum variational parameter a and
the reduced free energy f =F/A are both functions of
R—:R /gi, . The minimization was performed numerical-
ly. (Notice that for the chosen trial functions the u in-
tegrals can all be done analytically. ) The results are
shown in Fig. 2, where hf is f minus an a-independent
singular term nl(Rn/g), with. g' being the core size of
the singular half-quantum vortices. The dashed lines
correspond to the first trial function F, (u) of Eq. (5a),
whereas the solid lines correspond to F2(u) of Eq. (5b).
As shown in this figure, the trial function F2(u) gives
lower bf and is a better trial function for essentially the
whole range of R. [Actually for R 5 1.0, we obtained a
slightly lower energy from using Fi ( u ), but the
difFerence in hf is so small that it does not show in this
plot. ] Using the bf(R ) determined with F2(u), we have

20

10

0

0'
0

FIG. 2. Plotted are the excess free energy 6f:f-—n. ln(R /g) (the left scale) and the variational parameter a in
Eqs. (Sa) and (Sb) (the right scale) as functions of R —=R /gu.
The solid lines are obtained with F2(u) of Eq. (Sb) as the trial
function in Eq. (4), whereas the dashed lines are obtained with
F~(u) of Eq. (Sa).
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where QL is the Leggett frequency, and kI and kg are
obtained by solving

—g D VQ 2f—sin a =A,If,
—gz(Vi+

I
Via

I
)g —g sin a=A, g .

(10)

(13)

The intensities of these magnetic resonance modes (for a
uniform driving rf field) are proportional to their respec-
tive oscillator strength:

II~ ,'n,
I
—ffdrI If If I

d r= ,'n,—(DI&, (12)

I ~ ,'n, —I fge ' d rI /f Ig I
d r= ,'n„g—DIg, '

where n, =2MB/~A is the real density of half-quantum
vortices. (This was given incorrectly in Ref. 1.)

In Ref. 3 (and 4) it was pointed out that the physical
solution for Eq. (11) is a g (r) which has a phase e
around the m =+—,

' disgyration, and therefore has a sign
discontinuity across a surface stretching between the two
vortex axes. In Ref. 3 it was proposed to achieve this by
letting

1.0 0.7 p i,p
i 0.4 0.1

g(r) =e '"g(r), — (14)

Then the longitudinal and transverse resonance frequen-
cies are given by, respectively,

aii ——QL ( 1+LI )sin 0,
cu, =y'H +QL ( —cos20+ Ag sin 0),

(8)

FIG. 3. Equilibrium intrapair separation R;„ in units of gD
is plotted as a function of p,'~/p, . This figure extends beyond
Fig. 2(b) of Ref. 1.

with g(r) a (single-valued, continuous) solution of the
equation

—(D Vig —g sin a = kg g .

Implicit in this statement is the assumption that g is
real. We have now discovered that this assumption is
not exactly true, and that there is a much better choice
for the variational function than taking g real which
gives the correct asymptotic value of kg for R ~ oo. To
see this we first convert Eqs. (10) and (11) to

A,I ——min
f

k~ =min

fDI Vif I
d r —2 f (sin a)

I f I

d r

f IfI dr

KDf(IVigI —IViaI Ig I
)d r —f(s'na)Ig

I

d r

(16)

(17)

As a trial wave function for f one can simply take, for example,

f i(u) =exp( —
—,'Ccoshu ) .

However, we find that the expression

fz(u)=(coshu )
' exp( —

—,'C coshu )

(18)

gives a better estimate for kI at all R. (This form of the trial wave function was chosen based on the observation that
it has a more appropriate asymptotic behavior at large

I

r I, or u. ) All results reported below on kI and II are there-
fore based on this trial wave function. (cf. Fig. 4 and Table I.) For a variational evaluation of kz, we must first put

g =exp(iy )g with real y and g. Equation (17) then becomes

KD f (
I
Vig

I

'+
I
Viy I

'g ' —
I
Via

I

'g ')d'r —f (»n'a)g 'd'r
A,

&
——min (20)

rg
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-A,
Q

10-'-

10-2

which is only half as deep as the potential for the longi-
tudinal bound-spin-wave mode. [cf. Eq. (10) or (16)].
Thus with this trial wave function

~

A,
g ~

would come
out much less than

~

A.f ~, especially in the weak-
coupling limit (i.e., for R ( 1.0), where the eigen-
"energy" depends exponentially on the negative of the
total strength of the potential (cf. Sec. IV for a
justification of this point). Now suppose we take
@=a„„sof Eq. (2). The effective potential then reduces
to

10 3=

0

FIG. 4. Present variational results for Xf and A,g are plotted
against R. The meaning of solid and dashed lines are the same
as in Fig. 2.

Varying this expression with respect to y and g gives
the exact equations

V, .(g 'Vir ) =0,
(V g+ i V,a i g —

~
V,y i

'g ) —g sin'a=A, g . (22)

(21)

Thus if one takes y =+0. in a variational trial function
for g, the effective potential would reduce to

(24)

Equation (21) is to be solved with the boundary condi-
tion @~a„„sas u~0 (cf. the Appendix). Clearly the
exact solution for y is not a. Equation (22) shows that
the effective potential for g is

V,fr ———gD( i
Via

~

—
~
Viy

~

) —sin'a . (23)

V','a' = —g D (
~
V,a

~

' —
i V,a„„s I

') —sin'a . (25)

Note that —gD f V', s'd r is just what we have mini-

mized in Sec. II with respect to a(r) to obtain the equi-
librium b,f, we thus expect the integrated strength of the
first term in Eq. (25) to be comparable in magnitude as
that of the second term. In another word, we expect

~ea- =2~e~ = ~~ong .[2) [i) (26)

Thus the variational estimate for A,~ obtained with
y =e„„g can be quite close to that for A,f and therefore
represents an enormous improvement over the choice
y=e, especially in the weak-coupling limit. Of course,
according to Eq. (21), neither a nor a„„s is the exact
solution for y, but we can show (in the next section) that
the choice y=a„„g is exact in both the weak-coupling
limit R ~0 and the strong-coupling limit 8 ~ oc. Thus
the expression

g(r) =e ""'f~(u), (27)

with f2(u) given by Eq. (19), should be a good variation-
al trial function for the whole range of R. In Fig. 4 we
have presented our variational result on A,~ using Eq.
(27) as the trial function, as well as our variational result
on A,f using Eq. (19) as the trial function, for R up to
6.0. In Fig. S and Table I the reduced satellite intensity
Ig calculated with the same trial wave function is
presented. The corresponding longitudinal intensity If

TABLE I. Upper [lower] numbers for each R correspond to using Fz of Eq. (Sb) [F, of Eq. (5a)] as
the trial function for the function F(u) in Eq. (4). The upper numbers are taken as our predictions
because F2 gives somewhat lower equilibrium energy than F] for practically the whole range of R (cf.
Fig. 2). The difterences between the upper and lower numbers give some idea on the sensitivity of our
variational calculation on the choice of F (u).

1.0

1.5

2.0

3.0

4.0

5.0

6.0

—2.44x
—3.64x
—6.41 X
—7.89x
—0.174
—0.209
—0.404
—0.473
—0.587
—0.678
—0.725
—0.830
—0.829
—0.944

10
10
10
10

—5.7x 10-'

—4.06 x 10-'
—2.67 x 10
—0.126
—0.0948
—0.310
—0.253
—0.451
—0.383
—0.553
—0.481
—0.628
—0.555

1.24x 10'
0.777 X 10
2.55 x10'
2.03 x 10'

85.8
72.7
42.8
39.4
36.9
35.4
36.9
36.2
39.0
38.9

5.81x 104

3.25 x 10'
5.88 x10'

89.8
140
42.6
59.9
36.6
49.0
36.5
47.5
38 ~ 1

48.8
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9

)0

mrf = f sin a d r—:(m /2)R Io(R ),
~r,'= f IKD( I

~,a
I

' —
I
~,~„„,I

')+sin'~]d'r

(28)

(29)

10

In this approximation the Schrodinger equations can be
solved exactly, giving

8 4

y R Io(R ) R ~IO(R )
(30)

10 4~ 4m.

y bf(R) bf(R)
(31)

10
0

FIG. 5. Present variational result for I~ is plotted against R,
with the same meanings for the solid and dashed lines. I& is
not plotted in the same figure, because it overlaps strongly with

I~ (see Table I).

is given in Table I only, and is not plotted in Fig. 5, be-
cause the two sets of curves overlap too heavily. We
have also found that if a„„s is replaced by a in Eq. (27),
then the resulting estimate for

~
ks

~

would be smaller
by a factor of 1.83 (or 2.49) at R =6.0, and by a factor
of 16.7 (or 45.4) at R = 1.5, depending on whether F& (or
F2) is used to represent the equilibrium texture. Since
As is negative in the whole range of R, the larger

~
As

~

obtained with Eq. (27) is clearly the better result. How-
ever, we still have some suspicion that the accuracy in
our variational results for I~ (and hence Az'?) may not be
as good as that for If (and A,f?) because the exact ratio
Ig /If found in the next section for the limit R ~ ~ ap-
pears to be not borne out by our numerical results up to
R =6.0. It is possible that the eigenenergies are more
accurately obtained than the intensities, since the varia-
tional approach is a minimum principle for the former
only. (The exact asymptotic behaviors kf and A,s~ 1 as
R ~ oo, also found in the next section, do appear to be
borne out by our numerical results. )

IV. ASYMPTOTIC ANALYSIS

We are mostly interested in the limit R ~ oo. Howev-
er, we shall first make a simple discussion of the opposite
limit R —+0. In this limit the binding is weak; the wave
functions f and g are expected to be nearly a constant
for a region around the origin much larger than the
range of nonvanishing a. Equation (21) reduces to
V J y =0 in this very large region, where y =a,~ is the
exact solution. To get a general feeling of the R depen-
dence of kf and A,~ in this limit, we replace their respec-
tive potentials by circularly symm. etric square-well po-
tentials of strength equal to the values of the corre-
sponding exact potentials at r=O, and their ranges rf
and r~, respectively, such that

d a/dy =gD sina cosa, (32)

1.e.,

(y/
~ y ~

)sina= —gDda/dy =sech(y/gD ), (33)

where the signs have been chosen to satisfy the boundary
conditions that +~0 as y ~+ ao and a~+m. /2 as
y ~+0. Neglecting the x dependence of f, Eq. (10) is
then solved by

f=sech(y/gD), Xf ———1,
which also gives

If ——
~ ffd r~ /(Dff dr=(n /2)R

Turning now to A,~ and I~, we first notice that

a„„s=——,'(P& —$2) = —,
'

( [+7r—tan(n —P&)]—tan/2]

(34)

(35)

+7T-
R/2 —x R /2+x

77 2y
2 R

where the + sign stands for y /
~ y ~, and

gD Vja,;„s——2' /R =0,

(36)

(37)

for x, y-g'D «R (and y not exactly zero in the last
equation). Thus the asymptotic solution of Eq. (21) in
this region is simply y =+n/2=a„„s and .gDV'~y.=0.
Then neglecting the x dependence of g, and using Eq.
(33), we can reduce Eq. (22) to the same equation as that
for f in this limit, the solution of which is

g =sech(y /gD ), A,s = —1 . (38)

But because Eq. (13) is diff'erent from Eq. (12), we find

where lny=0. 5772. . . is the Euler constant. These ex-
pressions give the correct exponential R dependence of

and k~ in the limit R ~0. However, their front
coefficients are not to be trusted quantitatively, since
these coefficients depend on the exact shapes of the po-
tentials.

Turning now to the limit R ~ ac, we first look at the
simpler A,f and If. In this limit a d soliton or domain
wall stretches between the two vortex axes. Thus for x,
y «R, a is a function of y alone, and F of Eq. (6) is
minimized by the solution of
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I =~ fge 'dr| /g'DJ ~g~ dr=2R (39)

Note that had we assumed @=a in this limit, we would
be solving Eq. (15). The predicted asymptotic solution
would become

and

g = sech"(y /gD ) with v = —,
'

( &5—1),
Pg & 0 3820

4

(40)

(41)

Ig =R Vr—
2

2[I (v)] I (2v) -=7.29R (42)

Equation (41) was given in Ref. 3 as the asymptotic be-
havior for A,g as R ~ m, but we know now that this is
incorrect because the assumption y =a is not valid.

There is another point in Ref. 3 that needs to be
clarified, namely, the proper reason behind the statement
made in Ref. 3 that the physical transverse-spin-
resonance wave function must have a proper azimuthal
symmetry about each axis of d disgyration. As is briefly
mentioned in the Introduction, Ref. 3 cited nonvanishing
coupling to a uniform rf field as the reason, while Ref. 4
disagreed and cited a topological reason instead. While
the topological point is clearly relevant to half-quantum
vortex, it appears inoperative to d disgyrations of integer
Frank index m, so that magnetic coupling argument
must be invoked. This leaves the somewhat unsatisfac-
tory situation that two different reasons appear to be
needed to justify the same conclusion, depending on
whether the Frank index involved is an integer or a
half-odd integer. A more unified viewpoint on this
matter is clearly desirable, which we have offered in the
Appendix. As we shall see there, this new viewpoint can
actually give us an unambiguous and general criterion
for the determination of the physical transverse-
magnetic-resonance wave function in the presence of any
distribution of d disgyrations of any kinds (assuming a
large applied magnetic field).

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this work we have recalculated the transverse mag-
netic resonance satellite frequency and intensity associat-
ed with a half-quantum vortex pair in a thin slab of
He-A rotating about the slab normal, and with a mag-

netic field applied at an angle t9 with the slab normal.
This is the geometry considered previously by Salomaa
and Volovik for the novel half-quantum vortices to be-
come energetically favorable in the form of vortex "mol-
ecules, " or bound vortex pairs. However, when analyz-
ing the transverse magnetic resonance satellite frequency
and intensity of such a bound pair, they failed to take
into account the proper azimuthal symmetry of the spin
wave function as is pointed out subsequently by one of
us (K.M. ). The present calculation uses a variational ap-
proach to properly take this into account; thus our re-
sults should replace those of Salomaa and Volovik as the
predicted magnetic resonance signatures of this novel
type of vortices (in the paired state). We find that the
transverse satellite resonance shift to be substantially

psp

ps

1+—,'F'i(p„, /p) 1+ ,'F'i—
1+ ,'F;(p„, /p) 1+—,'—F'i

(&)=
P
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ps ps
j.

ys p pa /@spa
1 + 3 1 1

ps ps
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Putting in F'j ——14.28, F& ———0.99, at P =P,&„„g, and

p,p/p, 50.35, one obtains p«/p~0. 349, which roughly
indicates T 5 0.63T, . This estimate shows that the
chance of observing the predicted satellite resonances
near T, is very small. However, at lower temperatures
than -0.63T„ the efFects rapidly rise to finite sizes.

smaller than the value predicted by them, but it is not
too small to be totally unobservable. However, one may
have to go to high pressure (i.e. , near or at the melting
pressure), high magnetic field (i.e., B ~0.5 T), and low
temperature (i.e., T &0.2T, ) in order to observe this sa-
tellite resonance. The temperature dependences of this
shift and its intensity are also found to be totally
different from their predictions. The shift is found to be
larger, and the corresponding intensity weaker, as the
temperature is lowered, rather than raised. However,
some aspects of the original predictions remain correct.
The intensity remains proportional to 0 and sin 0, and
the temperature dependences of the satellite shift and in-
tensity remain very strong, so they can still be used as
signatures of this novel type of vortex.

For completeness we have also calculated the corre-
sponding quantities for the longitudinal resonance. We
find that the longitudinal resonance actually holds a
better promise as a means to observe half-quantum vor-
tices in the paired state, especially if one is not able to
perform the experiment at temperatures T && T„since
in such a case the longitudinal shift Aco& is already small-
er than QL by at least one order of magnitude, whereas
the transverse shift is of order (bc@&) /yH, which is
smaller than Aco& by a factor Ace&/yH.

For the benefit of the experimentalists who might
want to perform this experiment, we summarize the fol-
lowing conceptual points. At any given temperature T
and pressure p one can determine from published litera-
ture ' the ratio p,~/p, . Then from Ref. 1 and the Fig. 3
of this work one can determine the equilibrium intrapair
separation R;„(in units of gD/sinO), which depends on
p and T via p,p /p, only. Using this R;„,one can obtain
the values of Af, A.g, If, and Ig from this work (mainly
from Table I and Figs. 4 and 5). Then using Eqs. (8), (9),
(12), (13), and the definitions of If and Ig in Eqs. (35)
and (39), one can determine the satellite resonance fre-
quencies and intensities.

Next, we will work out some explicit numbers in order
to indicate roughly where one must look for an observ-
able effect. Let us assume that one can observe a

If g ~

~ 0. 1 . Then from Fig. 4 one finds that one
must have R;„~2.0. This requires, from Fig. 3,
that p,p /p, -0.35. But according to the weak-
coupling —plus —Fermi-liquid theory,
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Besides the calculation of the longitudinal and trans-
verse satellite resonance shifts and intensities of a bound
pair of half-quantum vortices, this work has also made
another contribution, viz. , in the Appendix we have ob-
tained a general criterion for the determination of the
physical transverse spin resonance wave function for
He-2 in a strong magnetic field in the presence of any

distribution of spin disgyrations of any kinds, whether
quantized with integer or fractional Frank indices. (The
corresponding criterion for the longitudinal resonance is
trivial. ) This discussion has clarified an issue raised in
Ref. 4 about what is the proper justification of the point
made in Ref. 3 that the physical spin wave functions for
transverse magnetic resonances must have the proper az-
imuthal symmetry about the axis of each spin disgyra-
tion.

Recently Salomaa and Volovik have proposed that
half quantum vortices also play a role in the vortex core
transition in He-B. More specifically, they proposed
that the core of the nonaxisymmetric u vortex found in
the numerical studies of Thunerberg' and their own" is
actually made of two half-quantum vortices confined by
a soliton sheet stretched between them, much like
quarks are confined inside nucleons and mesons by the
gluon strings stretched between the quarks.

While this is theoretically very illuminating, it may be
difficult to confirm this proposal experimentally because
the situation is complicated by the highly inhomogene-
ous background order parameter which changes continu-
ously through the following phases as the axes of the
half-quantum vortices are approached from afar:

B phase~planar phase~axiplanar phase~ 3 phase .

In this sense the half-quantum vortices studied in this
work and in Refs. 1, 3, and 4 are of a much cleaner type
with the background order parameter being in the pure
3 phase with even a uniform I, allowing more quantita-
tive characterization of these novel objects to be possi-
ble. Thus it should remain very interesting to perform
the experiments as proposed in Ref. 1 and further inves-
tigated in this work, in order to confirm the existence of
these novel topological objects. It is hoped that this
work has made the conditions of the experiments expli-
cit enough to allow such experiments to be performed
successfully. '
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APPENDIX

In Ref. 3 one of us (K.M. ) noted that the spin wave
function g(r) for the physical transverse magnetic reso-
nance mode must have a proper azimuthal symmetry
about the axis of any d disgyration, so that the s-wave-

like solution found in Ref. 1 for a half-quantum vortex
pair cannot be physically correct. The reason offered in
Ref. 3 is that otherwise the mode cannot couple to a uni-
form rf field. In Ref. 4, the authors of Ref. 1 agreed to
the conclusion that their previously found solution is un-
physical, but noted a different reason which is topologi-
cal in character, viz. , since the equilibrium textures con-
taining half-quantum vortices are described by double-
valued functions, the corresponding spin wave functions
describing the transverse magnetic resonances of such
textures must also be double valued.

The purpose of this appendix is to clarify this issue by
emphasizing that one always needs to consider both
points together in order to properly select the physical
solutions without any ambiguity, even though for tex-
tures involving only integer-m disgyrations, the implica-
tions of the topological point are usually taken for grant-
ed.

To elaborate this assertion, we first note that the prod-
uct e '

g, which appears in Eq. (13), actually has a
direct physical interpretation. Namely, it is a principal
factor in the resonant part of either of the two transverse
components of the spin density (i.e., S „and S» in the
choice of coordinates of this work), or, equivalently, of
the magnetization. ' The remaining factors give the res-
onant line shape and the separate phase lags of these
components, and are independent of the equilibrium tex-
ture except via the resonance frequency. As such the
product e '

g must satisfy both of the following two
properties.

(i) It must be a single-valued and continuous function
of position, since any physical quantity in a macroscopic
approach must be single valued and continuous (barring
the situation of shock formation which does not concern
us here). This point insured that g is single-valued and
continuous for any texture containing only integer-m
disgyrations —a point that is usually taken for
grantedf —and g must be double valued and continuous
or single valued, but with a sign-changing cut exactly
where a has a cut, if the equilibrium texture contains at
least one of the half-odd-integer-m disgyrations, since e'
is so in such a case.

(ii) Among the physical choices of g one must further
select only those for which e g has a nonvanishing
space integral, if the magnetic resonance mode as
represented by the solution g is to couple to a uniform rf
field (which actually only couples directly to S ), and is
also to be detectable by the usual magnetic resonance
detectors [which can only detect the (essentially) k =0
component of S j.

Let us now consider some explicit examples. First let
us consider an isolated d disgyration of integer Frank in-
dex m. By symmetry one must have a =m P. If one
writes g =e rg with real y and g, then point (i) and sym-
metry imply that y =m'P with integer m', and point (ii)
further reduces m ' to just m, because

e 'gd r = cos m' —m g rrdrd
0 0

+ sin m' —m g r rdrd
0 0

which is nonvanishing only for m ' = m. (Notice that
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even m'= —m is excluded!) Next let us consider an iso-
lated d disgyration with m =+—,

' or a=+—,'P. Point (i)

and symmetry now imply that y/P must be a half-odd
integer, which may always be written as m "+

—,
' with in-

teger m", and point (ii) further reduces m" to only zero.
Clearly topological reason alone is not sufhcient here,
since it does not even rule out y=+ —,'((). Thus it takes
the two conditions together to imply that the phase y of
g must increase by exactly 2m ~ when a closed curve sur-
rounding the axis of a d disgyration of Frank index m is
traversed in the positive direction, whether m is an in-
teger, or a half-odd-integer. This topological statement
remains true when the texture is continuously distorted,
so it must remain true when several d disgyrations (of
different Frank indices m; in general) are brought into a
finite region from infinite separations. In such a case we
may replace the above topological statement by a practi-
cally more useful boundary condition, viz. , if (r;, (t; )

form the polar coordinates centered around the axis of
the ith disgyration line, which is characterized by the
Frank index m;, then we must have y~m;(t; as r; ~0.
This very precise and general condition for the selection
of the physical solutions for g should replace all looser
or narrower statements made previously, including those
made in Refs. 3 and 4, and is valid whether m; is an in-
teger or a half-odd integer. Note that even though Eq.
(13) is real, so that every solution is necessarily degen-
erate with its own complex conjugate, at most one of
such a pair of solutions can be physical. This implies in
particular that it is unphysical to look for a solution of
Eq. (13) which is real, single valued and continuous, but
vanishes where a is discontinuous, even though for such
a solution e '

g would be single valued and continuous.
The reason is that such a solution can always be viewed
as a linear superposition of a physical g and an unphysi-
cal g* which cannot be excited by a uniform rf field. '
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Some readers might wonder whether strong-coupling correc-
tions, which were not incorporated in the analysis of Ref. 1
(or this work), could affect the conclusions of that reference
concerning the energetics of the three types of vortices that
can exist in He-A, and thereby render the half-quantum
species unstable and therefore unobservable in the situation
considered in Ref. 1 and this work. We would like to stress
that this is not the case. Unlike in He-B, where the ener-
gies of several kinds of vortices of the same quantum of cir

culation, but of different core structures, were compared
(Refs. 10 and 11). Here the three types of vortices are of
different quanta of circulation, and therefore their energies
are dominated by the flow- and texture-contributions outside
their cores, due to the ln(r„/g) dependences of such contri-
butions. Strong-coupling corrections can only affect these
contributions weakly via the small cutoff length g for the
effective sizes of their cores. Thus strong-coupling correc-
tions are not important in deciding which of these three
species of vortices is of the lowest energy in a given situa-
tion, as long as 1n(r„/g) »1. As 0 is increased, however,
r„decreases. But way before r„becomes as small as g', it
will first become comparable to the intra-pair separation R.
For such Q the analyses of Ref. 1 and this work must al-
ready be redone, since the assumption of isolated bound-
vortex pairs then breaks down. Finally, strong-coupling
corrections remain important in determining the core struc-
ture of any singular type of vortices, including the half-
quantum species.

This and many other fundamental relations given in this
work, such as Eqs. (8)—(13), are all derived with the standard
spin dynamics as is introduced by A. L. Leggett, Ann. Phys.
{N.Y.) 85, 11 {1974);we have thus omitted all of their deriva-
tions here. The Leggett approach is based on a Hamiltonian
formalism and can be generalized to a space-dependent situa-
tion [see, for example, D. J. Bromley, Phys. Rev. 821, 2754
(1980)]. An equivalent Lagrangian formalism has been first
developed by one of us [see K. Maki, Phys. Rev. B 11, 4264
(1975); 22, 3493 (1980)]. Note, however, that Eq. (13) was
derived in the large external magnetic field limit (i.e., with
co-yH »QL ), and under the assumption that the equilibri-
um texture is confined to the plane lH and is therefore
describable by a single angular variable a. We must there-
fore confine our discussion in this appendix to such a situa-
tion. How these restrictions can be relaxed remains to be in-
vestigated.
This is not in contradiction with the fact that 5d(r, t) is al-
ways a real quantity. When solving for a NMR mode the
first step is always to write 5d(r, t) as 6d (r)e ™+c.c. with
a complex 5d (r). Clearly the g(r) of Eq. (11) should be
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identified with 5d „""""'"'(r), with some standard r-

independent factors removed which give the proper line
shape and phase lag of this mode. [cf. also Eq. (7) for how

g (r) appears in 51 .] Note that the minus sign in e ' of
Eq. (13) results directly from assuming the time dependence
e '"' for g, and changes to a plus sign if the e+' ' convention

is used. Then the boundary condition y ~m;P; would

change to y~ —m;P; as r;~0. The most important thing is

that one should never invoke both in a single approach, and
superposition of these two solutions is absolutely not allowed
(i.e., before the e ' ' factors are restored)f


